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US LiteBIRD Program:
History & Upcoming Milestones
NASA LiteBIRD-Focused Program
•
•
•

2015 September: Phase A #1 begins for US Participation in LiteBIRD
2016 July: Concept Study Report #1 (CSR) Submitted
2018 March: Development funds granted as part of a Strategic Astrophysics
Technology program
• US$4.7M
• 3-year program
• Deliverables: detector and cryogenic readout technologies to TRL 5, including
mission simulations with realistic detector and instrument properties.

•
•
•
•

2019 August 1: NASA MO Pre-proposal #2 Due, US$75M cost cap
2020 May: Nominal start of Phase A
2021 February: projected date of NASA CSR #2 submission
2021 October: projected start of NASA phase B

Drafting pre-proposal for August 1st around current baseline instrument
Phase A would then be concurrent with the remaining technology
development program with the deliverable of TRL-5 for all technologies.
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US Scope in Context

HF-FPU
MF-FPU
Low-Frequency Focal
Plane Unit (LF-FPU)
Adiabatic Demagnetization
Refrigerator providing 2K stage
(2K-ADR)
…and data management, including high-performance computing
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Overview of US Scope
Focal Plane Units Including Cryogenic Readout Components
LF

2K-ADR

MF

HF

Data Management
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Two detector Architectures
Lenslet-Coupled Sinuous Antenna

Horn-Coupled Ortho-Mode Transducer
• Well established design

• Newer design with larger
fractional bandwidth
possible
•

•
•

On sky – SPT3G,
POLARBEAR

Published Results from
ACTpol and SPTpol
Lots of design analysis in
the literature

• 2-color pixels

• 2-4 color pixels

• Higher frequencies
possible with current
designs
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Focal planes:
transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers
with two different coupling architectures
Architecture choice
depends on
fractional
bandwidth and
maximum
frequency
requirements

HF Pixels:

LF & MF Pixels:
Lenslet-Coupled
Sinuous Antenna
for broadband
trichroic pixels

Test pixel for
space-optimized
bolometer development

Detector Configuration & Number
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LiteBIRD Detector Fabrication Team
Draws from U.S. Community
•

•

Berkeley
– Past: APEX-SZ, SPT-SZ, POLARBEAR-1, EBEX, ASTE
– On-going: POLARBEAR-2, Simons Array, Simons Observatory
NIST
– Past: ABS, SCUBA-2, ACTPOL, AdvACT, SPT-POL, MUSTANG, SPIDER
– On-going: AdvACT, SPIDER, Simons Observatory

NIST

Berkeley

Heritage of Lenslet-Coupled Sinuous Pixels:
SPT-3G Tri-Chroic Pixels

Paper on SPT-3G Instrument Performance after 2 years: https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.00036
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Heritage of Lenslet-Coupled Sinuous:
POLARBEAR Dichroic Pixels

36 cm

Heritage of horn-coupled OMT:
ACTPol and SPTPol
ACT

SPT

ACTPol

SPTPol
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PICO NASA Study
•

NASA study for The Probe of Inflation and Cosmic Origins (PICO)
– Study for Probe class mission submitted in advance of the 2020 Decadal
Survey
– https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.01368

•

PICO chose Lenslet-Coupled Sinuous Antenna Pixels as baseline
technology
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Heritage of Cryogenic Readout:
SPTpol, POLARBEAR, EBEX Balloon
Cryogenic Hardware
NbTi Cable

Network Analysis Demonstrating
Response of System

Lithographed Superconducting
Inductors and Capacitors (250 mK)

SQUID Printed Circuit Board (4 K)

Digital Frequency-Division Multiplexing using SQUID Array Amplifiers
– Lithographed LC resonators fabricated at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory
– Two sources of SQUID Array Amplifiers
o Commercial: StarCryo
o R&D: National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)
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Heritage of 2K-ADR: Hitomi/SXS
Hitomi/SXS and XRISM TRL-9
technology is directly applicable
for continuous cooling of the
LiteBIRD 2K Stage. These designs
can be used as-is:
• Salt pills
• Magnets
• Magnetic Shields
• Heat switches
NASA Goddard will build these
components for LiteBIRD in the US
as part of the US Contribution to
LiteBIRD, and will provide
integrated testing support.
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Experience in Data Management & Analysis
•

Leveraging Planck expertise
– US Planck Computational
Systems Architect.
– Lead software developers for
simulation & map-making
pipeline.
– DOE/NERSC high performance
computing enabling 104realization Monte Carlo of full
mission.

Planck real (top) and simulated (bottom) data
mapped in temperature (left) and polarization
(right).

Julian Borrill receiving NASA Exceptional Public
Achievement Medal for his Planck role.

High-Performance Computing
Resources scaling faster than satellite data sets
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Integration Flow Diagram: US Components
Mid-Frequency (MF) and High Frequency (HF) Focal
Plane Units (FPUs)

Low-Frequency Focal Plane Unit (LF-FPU)

Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR)
providing temperature stage at approximately 2 K

MF-FPU AIV
HF-FPU AIV

LF-FPU AIV

2K-ADR AIV
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US Org Chart
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TRL Advancement Currently Funded by NASA
•
•
•

Currently working to advance TRL of all focal plane components, with
deliverable TRLs in 2021
Synchronizing technology development with requirements of LiteBIRD
mission as they develop
Some important technical issues currently being addressed in this LiteBIRD
technology readiness development:
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
•

Cosmic ray sensitivity analysis and mitigation development
Establishing a design for focal plane unit mechanical structures
Cryogenic readout development to mitigate crosstalk
Focal plane magnetic shielding design and requirements development
Building flight-specification transition edge sensor bolometers
Simulations of full-mission performance using instrument model including
important complexities

Also included construction of important testing and validation infrastructure
Items used for TRL advancement will be delivered as Demonstration Models
(DM) focal plane components to Japanese and European partners to use in
initial tests of the system.
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Technology Development Program:
TRL Advancement
TRL Entering Program

JAXA A1 Exit:
US Component TRL Review
Deliverable for
technology
development
program in 2021:
Component TRLs
all at 5

Notes:
FPU: Focal Plane Unit
ADRCP: Referred to the
previously proposed Adiabatic
Demagnetization Refrigerator
Cryogenic Platform. Note we
have changed the cryo system
since then, and the
components are at TRL7-9.
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Status of some important technical issues
•

Cosmic ray sensitivity analysis and mitigation development
–
–
–
–
–

•

Careful analysis of Planck lessons learned
Completed simulations of energy transport for our detector designs
Implemented hardware mitigations based on simulations
Testing of hardware mitigations underway
Designing warm electronics mitigation techniques

Establishing a design for focal plane unit mechanical structures
– Vibration testing of focal plane module demonstrated launch survival for
design with acceptable heat loads
– Mechanical Design based on Phase A1 Exit optical design underway

•

Cryogenic readout development to mitigate crosstalk
– Inductor-Capacitor Resonator Frequency Tuning Technique: mechanical
demonstration complete, electrical testing underway
– SQUID Array Amplifiers demonstrated at sub-Kelvin stage, now being tested
for noise performance with harness of flight-like electrical properties
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Status of some important technical issues
•

Focal plane magnetic shielding design and requirements development
– Magnetic Field Sensitivity of TES bolometers measured
– Magnetic shield simulations show shielding factors of a few hundred
– Developing requirements for magnetic shielding

•

Building flight-specification transition-edge sensor bolometers

– TESs with properties tuned for flight-like optical loading fabricated and tested
– Detector saturation power and noise demonstrated

•

Data management & analysis: simulations of full-mission detector
performance

– Significant expansion and optimization of software capacity and capability,
including improved beam and bandpass integration and GPU kernels for the nextgeneration NERSC supercomputer.
o Framework (TOAST) is also baselined for Simons Observatory & CMB-S4.

– Ongoing development of complete instrument model (optics & electronics) down
to the individual detector level.
– First full-complexity, full-mission, simulation & reduction expected this summer.
– TOAST training workshops planned for US and Europe in the fall.
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Conclusion
•
•
•

•

The US Team has been working on LiteBIRD continuously since 2015,
either as part of a flight program or a technology development program.
The team has substantial experience with the technology and analysis
required by LiteBIRD.
Where technology is not yet at TRL-6, funded R&D is underway to raise
that TRL, and the schedule of this work is well-synchronized with the
proposed NASA flight program schedule.
We will submit our next flight program proposal in 30 days
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